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Multitenancy Overview

Gartner predicts that by 2020 more compute and storage power will have been sold by infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) cloud providers than will have been sold and deployed into
enterprise data centers. The concept of multitenancy arises from the need of service providers to carve out
pools of infrastructure for multiple customers, also called tenants. Ideally, multitenancy design should provide
the following benefits:

• Benefits to service providers:

• Management efficiency and simplicity
• Lower or no additional licensing costs for multitenancy features
• Separate user experiences for service providers and tenants
• Explicit support for multiple tenants
• Automation of provisioning, administration, and chargeback
• Monitoring of resource utilization across tenants

• Benefits to tenants:

• Assured level of performance
• Security and data encryption
• Insight into usage metrics

Multitenancy Challenges for Storage Infrastructure
An enterprise-class multitenancy platform requires an architecture that behaves gracefully and predictably
under pressure, even when complex scenarios and adverse conditions are involved. Such an architecture is
particularly important for service providers that host multiple demanding workloads from many tenants on the
same system.

In this scenario, a multitenant storage system should protect against situations in which resource contention,
caused by internal or external factors, leads a particular user or workload to monopolize storage resources
at the expense of other users or workloads. Therefore, logical tenant isolation alone is not enough; it needs
to be combined with automated workload isolation.

Although some traditional platforms provide multitenant constructs and external quality of service (QoS)
controls, their level of workload isolation and internal QoS controls might be negligible. In some cases,
depending on the source of contention, external monitoring tools are required to manipulate QoS controls.
The benefit of external QoS controls for service providers should not be understated; however, they need to
be combined with internal automatic QoS so that the storage platform can succeed on the following fronts:

• Avoiding noisy neighbor conditions caused by internal I/O interference
• Balancing user I/O load against internal I/O load
• Completing internal housekeeping tasks on time

The multitenancy capabilities available with HPE Nimble Storage arrays cover these fronts by providing
resource allocation and isolation, security and encryption, and reporting and showback capabilities to help
service providers support multitenant deployments. These multitenancy features address the challenges
faced by service providers and enterprises to deliver a cloud-based service that is coherent and extensible.
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Figure 1: Key HPE Nimble Storage multitenancy capabilities

HPE Nimble Storage Multitenancy Capabilities
Simplicity and ease of use are key characteristics that have defined the success of HPE Nimble Storage
arrays over the years, and this model has been expanded to include multitenancy. Although storage array
multitenancy is traditionally implemented with multiple layers of abstraction and virtual constructs that are
manually managed, HPE believes that multitenancy should be a function of simple, flexible, and automated
software-controlled options. The HPE Nimble Storage implementation of multitenancy adheres to three core
values:

• Simplicity and ease of use
• No additional licensing for multitenancy features
• Zero to minimal performance impact when the features are enabled

Ease of management starts with the setup of an HPE Nimble Storage array. The HPE Nimble Storage Setup
Manager simplifies array deployment through a UI-guided installation process. Simplicity continues with the
upgrade process: Unlike implementations that involve complicated, disruptive, or incompatible software
upgrades, HPE Nimble Storage software has safe and nondisruptive upgrade paths that dispense with lengthy
checklists or the engagement of professional services.

The HPE Nimble Storage family offers cost-effective, data-in-place upgrades across technology generations,
with all-inclusive licensing and flat support pricing over the product line’s lifetime. HPE also offers various
support and maintenance options, such as faster controller upgrades for free at the end of three years and
satisfaction and data reduction guarantees.
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As for multitenancy, ease of management can be illustrated by the implementation of the QoS feature. HPE
Nimble Storage arrays automate QoS controls and provide noisy neighbor avoidance by optimizing system
behavior across a variety of conditions. The feature eliminates the guesswork that service providers need to
do when performing manual QoS adjustments.

In addition, the HPE Nimble Storage scale-to-fit architecture enables service providers to grow the capacity
and performance of their systems independently and nondisruptively. This capability makes HPE Nimble
Storage arrays a great fit for multitenant environments, which often have unpredictable growth patterns.
Service providers can scale up to improve performance by adding more cache or by upgrading existing
controllers; they can scale deep by adding more capacity; or they can scale out by grouping arrays that handle
common data services under a single management umbrella and with data mobility options.

HPE Nimble Storage folders (see Tenant Folders on page 8) can be used for multitenancy to simplify
management, monitoring, and separation of tenants’ resources. With tenant folders, features such as QoS,
security, reporting, and replication can be applied at the tenant level, thereby dramatically simplifying
administration. Advantages include, but are not limited to, the ability to leverage the following capabilities with
no extra licensing costs:

• Tenant encryption (HPE Nimble Storage SmartSecure)
• Per-tenant QoS
• Per-tenant consistency groups
• Per-tenant replication
• Per-tenant reporting
• Per-tenant data shredding
• Per-tenant access control

Most multitenancy-related tasks can be automated and orchestrated through the HPE Nimble Storage REST
API, which enables service providers to create customized, per-tenant dashboards for administration, resource
management, reporting, and billing.
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Figure 2:The HPE Nimble Storage multitenancy solution
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Tenant Isolation and Allocation

Tenant isolation is an essential component of shared services. Service providers and enterprises must be
able to allocate, manage, move, and delete storage resources to meet the requirements of individual tenants.
The ability to support the following multitenancy use cases is critical:

• Per-tenant usage monitoring. The service provider must be able to easily aggregate data on the resources
that are used by each tenant, such as storage capacity, IOPS, and network bandwidth.

• Per-tenant usage control configuration. The service provider must be able to limit (and ideally to reserve)
the amount of resources to be used by each tenant.

• Per-tenant data access control. Tenants should not be allowed to access data in volumes that belong
to other tenants.

• Per-tenant data shredding. Tenants must be able to shred individual data volumes; each volume should
be encrypted with a unique key that becomes deactivated when the volume is deleted.

The HPE Nimble Storage multitenancy capabilities offer all of these tenant isolation parameters by leveraging
tenant folders and tenant-level encryption and shredding.

Tenant Folders
With the release of NimbleOS 3.1, Nimble Storage introduced the construct of folders into the NimbleOS
platform. Folders allow service providers to logically separate tenants to facilitate tasks such as management,
reporting, or setting limits to storage pools.

Figure 3: Storage resources grouped by tenant folder
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Tenant folders play a critical role in HPE Nimble Storage multitenancy. They enable service providers to
manage resources on a tenant-by-tenant basis with support for provisioning, monitoring, isolation, and
reporting.

Figure 4: Managing resources with tenant folders

Tenant folders also help service providers set operational limits (QoS limits) to restrict space usage (capacity)
and performance level (IOPS and bandwidth) for each tenant. By default, the upper values for space and
performance are unlimited, but service providers can customize them for each tenant.

Figure 5: Setting QoS limits for tenant folders
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QoS and Noisy Neighbor Avoidance
Misbehaving or rogue applications, resource oversubscription, noisy neighbors, connectivity issues, not
following best practices, and lack of mechanisms for fair performance distribution—These are the usual
suspects for poor performance and other problems in a shared-services environment. To help service providers
diagnose and solve these issues, HPE Nimble Storage arrays not only offer visibility across silos through the
predictive analytics tool, HPE InfoSight, but also provide automatic detection of noisy neighbor workloads.

Backed by over 10,000 customer deployments and analytics that are derived from array telemetry data, HPE
Nimble Storage software can detect bullying workloads before they affect other applications. Award-winning
instrumentation is built into NimbleOS to drive an advanced resource scheduler that automatically prevents
disruptive workloads from running away with resources. From the perspective of an HPE Nimble Storage
controller, the following items are shared resources:

• CPU, NVDIMM, and memory
• Backend throughput (sequential access to media: flash or disk)
• Cache (applicable only to adaptive flash arrays)

Over the last several NimbleOS releases, fencing algorithms have been implemented that stop these resources
from being monopolized by any single application to the detriment of other applications. In addition, the
following NimbleOS features support self-healing and boost performance by blocking bully workloads from
affecting the infrastructure:

• Fair CPU scheduler
• Volume pinning
• Fair disk scheduler

The NimbleOS QoS feature has two variations:

• Automatic QoS for noisy neighbor avoidance
• External QoS controls

Automatic QoS

Most storage arrays experience issues when workloads cause unfair performance distribution. The culprit
might be a backup job that affects latency-sensitive transactions or internal array processes (such as garbage
collection or background deduplication and replication) that affect user I/O traffic.

Storage arrays usually offer external QoS controls that limit bandwidth and IOPS or that impose minimum
limits across all volumes to give administrators a way of dealing with performance problems. This approach
places the burden squarely on the shoulders of the administrator, who must first identify the issue and then
determine what QoS values to set. In fact, when it comes to QoS, most administrators have no idea how to
pick a value that ensures a certain performance level. And what if the issue is the result of an internal
background process?

To help administrators with this challenge, the QoS feature is automated in HPE Nimble Storage arrays.
Using data collected by HPE InfoSight, the storage platform optimizes its behavior for various adverse
conditions. The use of the automatic QoS feature delivers the following outcomes:

• As the storage load increases, latency increases gracefully.
• The platform automatically balances user I/O or internal I/O, depending on actual conditions.
• The noisy neighbor issue is eliminated without the need for manual QoS adjustments.
• Latency-sensitive, small-block I/O operations can proceed without interference from larger-block I/O

workloads.
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External QoS Controls

External QoS controls are used to set and maintain resource utilization regardless of the amount of resources
that are available on the array. These controls give service providers the ability to manually set different limits
for IOPS, bandwidth, and capacity for individual tenants.

External QoS controls also make it easier for service providers to offer services with unique SLAs at a lower
cost and at a competitive advantage. When service providers control resources manually, the array performance
can be restricted to a desired level. In addition, the provider can offer a bursting service for situations in which
more performance should be made available for a period of time and possibly for additional cost.

External QoS controls can be set on individual volumes or on a per-tenant basis. At the tenant level, the
service provider can control performance to match specific SLAs and service offerings. Care must be taken
when manually setting QoS controls so that latency is not severely affected when tenants or volumes are
already exceeding their allocated resources.

One unique characteristic of the HPE Nimble Storage external QoS control feature is tenant folder fairness—the
array’s ability to maintain a fair distribution of resources among the volumes in a folder when QoS limits have
been set for the folder. For example, if a tenant folder is limited to 10,000 IOPS and it has 10 active volumes,
then each volume gets 1000 IOPS. This way, resource fairness is maintained for all volumes in that tenant
folder.

Setting QoS Limits

External QoS controls for an HPE Nimble Storage array can be configured through the following methods:

• The NimbleOS GUI
• The NimbleOS CLI
• Scripts that rely on the HPE Nimble Storage API
• The HPE Nimble Storage vCenter plugin (by using a VVols policy)

How to Verify That QoS Limits Have Been Set

When QoS limits are configured on a volume, the array performance graph displays a dashed orange line
that indicates the level at which QoS is set. In the following example, QoS controls have been set on the
volume at around 12:33 p.m. to limit IOPS to 6 K and bandwidth to 75 MiB/s. The graph shows how
performance drops accordingly to enforce the settings and bring IOPS and bandwidth into the configured
limits.

Figure 6: Verifying that QoS limits are set for a volume
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Recommended QoS Levels

A common question about the QoS feature is what IOPS and bandwidth levels are best for a given volume
or tenant folder. This is an area in which HPE InfoSight can help service providers understand the optimal
QoS values for their storage arrays.

HPE InfoSight takes the average performance values that were seen for the array in the past 24 hours and
combines them with data for similar workloads running in other HPE Nimble Storage arrays in the field. The
array then uses this combined data to adjust for best performance and to provide guidance for peak and
average IOPS and MiB/s.

Figure 7: Setting optimal QoS limits

Capacity Limits
HPE Nimble Storage arrays enable service providers to set limits for the capacity to be used by tenants. Each
tenant can be limited to a certain capacity, depending on the service agreement and on the tiers of service
being offered.

In the following example, the service provider set the folder capacity to 2 TiB, so the tenant can never exceed
this limit.
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Figure 8: Setting folder capacity

Figure 9: Example of limited capacity
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Security

For any service provider or enterprise that has multiple users or tenants in their environment, security is of
paramount importance. Service providers are responsible for securely maintaining all of their customers’ data.

The primary concern is how to ensure that proper security and isolation protect service consumers from the
risks that they pose to one another. This concern has increased substantially with the growth of cloud and
mobile computing, spurring many IT leaders to call in their security and compliance teams to assess protection
measures for corporate data, including how well storage systems are safeguarded. This assessment is already
happening in all kinds of organizations but especially in finance, healthcare, the legal industry, and in all levels
of government.

HPE Nimble Storage SmartSecure Encryption
One of the most fundamental ways of securing stored data is to implement a solution that provides encryption
of data at rest, that is, data that is stored in persistent storage media such as disks and tapes. The threat
vector here is the possibility of theft of the entire storage array or of its hard-disk drives (HDDs) and solid-state
drives (SSDs). Encryption ensures the secrecy of the stored data when drives (HDDs or SSDs) are stolen or
removed from the storage system or when the entire array is stolen.

Because of the importance of securing data, encryption at rest is highly developed in HPE Nimble Storage
arrays, making it one of the pillars of HPE multitenancy values. The HPE Nimble Storage SmartSecure
encryption feature maintains management simplicity at no additional licensing cost, with zero impact to
performance, and with the ability to add extra security and certificates, if necessary.

SmartSecure encryption is granular—it can be applied at the volume, tenant, or array level—and it can encrypt
data stored at any drive density without forcing customers into specific configurations. Service providers can
quickly roll out encryption services with no additional investment in hardware or software.

SmartSecure allows the creation of one encryption key per volume, as opposed to one key per disk, to provide
per-volume choice. Service providers can pick and choose which volumes deserve encryption. This capability
also enables per-volume and per-tenant shredding. The deletion of a volume results in the removal of access
to the key that is associated with that volume. The volume is irrecoverably shredded (destroyed), and the
associated key becomes inactive and is marked for deletion.

Encryption is accomplished by using AES-256 in XTS cipher mode, which is the cipher mode specifically
designed for encrypting block storage. Both AES-256 and XTS are algorithms validated by the FIPS 140-2
standard. Data encryption keys are stored locally in an encrypted table that can be decrypted only by a master
key, which is in turn encrypted by a passphrase that the user creates when initializing encryption for the first
time.

SmartSecure provides transparent host access to encrypted volumes. The data is encrypted at write time
when it enters the array, and it is decrypted at read time when it exits the array.

Master Key

For a service provider to be able to provide HPE Nimble Storage SmartSecure services, the encryption service
must be initialized, or set up. The setup involves generating the master key that is used to encrypt all volume
keys. The master key is then encrypted by a passphrase. The service provider must keep the passphrase
secure. The passphrase is required for setting a new passphrase and for changing the operation mode of
encryption at rest.

The master key is generated when SmartSecure is initialized. The master key generation process works in
the following way:

1 The user enters an 8-to-64 character passphrase.
2 SmartSecure uses the passphrase to generate an SHA-256 hash.
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3 The master key generation process seeds the OpenSSL random number generator.
4 The resulting master key is encrypted with the AES-256-KeyWrap algorithm by using the passphrase

hash.

Figure 10: Generating a master key

Modes of Operation

When HPE Nimble Storage SmartSecure services are initialized, one of two modes of operation can be
selected for encryption keys:

• The available mode offers the same level of protection as a conventional disk encryption solution, but it
allows the volumes to be accessed after a power cycle or reboot. This mode is useful for operation in a
physically secure location and for enabling lights-out management. The one possible security exposure
in available mode happens if the entire array is stolen. In this case, the encrypted data could potentially
be accessed when the array is restarted, assuming that the attacker has administrator permissions for
the array and can connect hosts to the LUNs that serve the volumes.

• The secure mode offers an extra layer of data protection. In this mode, any power cycle or reboot of the
entire array requires that the passphrase be re-entered for the array to come up and start serving data.
This mode is useful for locking down the array for transit to a remote location and for preemptively protecting
the array in case it is stolen.

The two modes of operation differ only in relation to how the array behaves when it boots up after a clean or
unclean shutdown or when it reboots. HPE recommends that customers who have high-security requirements
choose the secure mode because it locks access to all volumes by hosts until the passphrase is entered,
thus thwarting any possible attempt to access a stolen or compromised array.

The available mode is the mode more commonly used, and it has no strict requirement for entering the
passphrase if the array reboots. Data remains encrypted on the HDDs and SSDs, but the array boots
completely, continuing to allow the same hosts to access volumes as before the reboot.
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Figure 11: Enabling encryption

Encryption Settings

The encryption state of a volume is established when the volume is created, and it cannot be changed
afterward. Cloned volumes inherit the encryption state of the parent volume.

The volume group configuration has an encryption default setting for enabling or disabling AES-256-XTS
encryption. The group configuration also contains an encryption scope setting, which specifies where and
how to apply the encryption default setting. Service providers can force the encryption default setting to be
applied to all new volumes in the group, or they can allow the encryption default setting to be overriden on a
per-volume basis.

Figure 12: Example of volume that has been encrypted using AES-256-XTS

CHAP
Another way to limit volume access (applicable only to iSCSI volumes) is through the use of Challenge
Handshake Authentication Protocol, CHAP. CHAP users share a “secret,” a random code known to both the
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array and the iSCSI initiator. The CHAP secret can be a word, a phrase, or a series of characters. The array
allows access only to the iSCSI initiators that respond with the correct CHAP secret.

Figure 13: Creating a CHAP account

A volume that is associated with an initiator group can be restricted to allow access only to the CHAP account
that is assigned to that group.

Figure 14: Associating an initiator group with a CHAP account
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Reporting and Showback

Most companies need a mechanism for creating reports of how much storage and virtual machine resources
are being used by their applications and business units. In addition, they might need a mechanism for
generating cost accounting. More so, cloud providers and service providers need to gather usage information
from the applications that are associated with their external multitenant customers so that they can generate
showback reports for this usage or feed the usage information into billing systems.

HPE Nimble Storage arrays offer a valuable way of generating showback reports from which chargeback
costs for each department or tenant can be derived. The built-in reporting capabilities of HPE InfoSight help
enterprises and service providers to analyze resource utilization so that they can develop a model for charging
business units and tenants for the resources that they consume. The following reports are available to help
service providers gain understanding of consumption metrics:

• Asset report
• Capacity report
• Performance report

Asset Report
The asset report provides information about array usage (capacity) and utilization (CPU) for all arrays in an
organization over a period of time.

Figure 15: Assets report

Capacity Report
The capacity report is one of the most detailed and versatile reports in HPE InfoSight. It provides visibility
into consumed capacity and draws on past usage to forecast capacity growth.

Capacity reports show in-depth information about capacity utilization across pools, volumes, folders, and
applications. This information helps service providers to analyze space utilization across various tenants and
to monitor the capacity requirements of the arrays that provide service. Service providers can look back up
to one year to generate capacity reports.
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Figure 16: Capacity report dashboard for all storage pools

Figure 17: Capacity usage by folder

Figure 18: Capacity report per application type

Performance Report
The performance report displays performance information and recommends cache size and CPU size for the
arrays. The performance report also shows array latency across various timeframes. These insights into
latency help service providers to understand how arrays are performing with different workloads.
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Figure 19: Performance report

The View Details link in performance reports gives access to the HPE InfoSight page that shows a detailed
analysis of the array’s performance. On this page, service providers can correlate periods of workload activity
(by looking at the IOPS and throughput graphs) with periods of latency.

Figure 20: Detailed performance analysis
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Automation with the HPE Nimble Storage REST API

The HPE Nimble Storage REST API was first released with NimbleOS 2.3. NimbleOS 4 has expanded the
number of supported objects and introduced new attributes while maintaining backward compatibility with
previous NimbleOS releases. Many object sets have been extended to support actions that go beyond the
typical CRUD operations (create, read, update, and delete), such as test, pause, and resume actions.

Service providers can leverage the HPE Nimble Storage REST API to automate multitenancy tasks and
create custom dashboards for operations such as resource provisioning, access control, and administration
as well as showback for cost reporting and automated billing.

Object Sets
The best way to explore and learn about the HPE Nimble Storage REST API is through the REST API
Reference. The guide describes the object sets and the operations and custom actions that can be performed
with them. The following list exemplifies the object sets that are available with NimbleOS 4:

• access_control_records
• active_directory_memberships
• alarms
• application_categories
• application_servers
• arrays
• audit_log
• chap_users
• disks
• events
• fibre_channel_configs
• fibre_channel_initiator_aliases
• fibre_channel_interfaces
• fibre_channel_ports
• fibre_channel_sessions
• folders
• groups
• initiator_groups
• initiators
• jobs
• snapshot_collections
• snapshots
• software_versions
• space_domains
• subnets
• tokens
• user_groups
• users
• versions
• volume_collections
• volumes
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Some object sets, such as access_control_records, initiator_groups, and folders, can be used
by service providers to segregate tenants and to create a dashboard that displays only the volumes that are
in folders belonging to specific tenants. This capability illustrates how the API can be leveraged to customize
views and access for tenants who share HPE Nimble Storage resources in a multitenant environment.

Service providers can also generate capacity reporting with showback by using the HPE Nimble Storage
REST API (reporting for all arrays) and then build a dashboard for automating billing.
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References and Useful Links

Automatic QoS, QoS Limits, and Noisy Neighbor Avoidance

• The Well-Behaved Storage System: Automatic Noisy Neighbor Avoidance
• Designing Storage Quality of Service for App-Centric Infrastructure
• NimbleOS 4: Quality of Service (QoS-Limits)
• NimbleOS 4: Setting QoS Limits Using the NimbleOS GUI

HPE Nimble Storage Folders

• NimbleOS 3: Introduction to Folders

High Availability and Resiliency

• Six-Nines Availability Across More Than 9,000 Customers
• NimbleOS 2.1 Part 5: Introduction To RAID-3P (Nimble's New Triple Parity RAID Implementation)
• Uncompromising Resiliency

HPE Nimble Storage APIs

• NimbleOS 2.3: REST API
• Enhanced REST API in NimbleOS 4
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